
CS334 Project 1:

Flask Web App: Web Scraping and API requests

Description
There are two parts to this project. For the first part you are required to create a web scraper for
GitHub repositories and display the scraped information in your own web-app created using
Flask and Jinja. A user should be able to enter a search term on your web-app which should
then be used to scrape given GitHub repositories. The top 10 repositories should be scraped
and the results should be displayed on your web-app. If there are fewer than 10 results, then all
the results must be displayed. The required information that needs to be scraped from the
GitHub repositories is specified under the “Specifications” header.

The second part will be something similar, however you will now be required to use the GitHub
API in order to get the information for the given repositories instead of scraping it from the
GitHub page. You will once again be required to get the top 10 results using the GitHub API for
a given search result. It is required that the “per_page” option be set to 10 in the query for the
GitHub API.

Your web-app will have to include a way for the user to be able to select whether they want to
gather the information via scraping or via the GitHub API.

You can include pagination for either the scraping section or the API section for bonus marks.
This means that you will be fetching more than 1 page’s worth of results (or more than 10
repositories). Please note that there will NOT be bonus marks for implementing it on both
sections, however you are free to implement it for both sections if you are bored.

You are allowed to use any CSS packages such as Bootstrap to style the web-app. The only
limitation is that you are not allowed to use a pre-built template for a web page.

The scraping needs to be done using BeautifulSoup and must be contained in a single file. (see
Specifications for more information)

It is imperative that the function and output is followed exactly as shown in the images under the
Specifications header for both the scraping and the API sections, as these sections of the
project will mostly be marked using a script.



The scraper.py file should contain ALL THE code for scraping and the API section, there
should be no other code in there like flask routes or views etc. There should be no other files
that contains anything relating to the scraping or API, it should all be in the scraper.py file as
this will be imported in the marking script.

The output displayed in the Specifications Section is simply to show what the raw results
would be for the scraping and API section when searching the term Computer Vision. Your
output on the flask side should be shown in HTML elements, in other words you have to build a
front-end to display all the results.

Specifications:
The image below indicates the necessary fields that need to be scraped for each repository.
They are as follows:

1. Repository Name
2. Repository Description
3. Tags
4. Number of Stars
5. Programming Language
6. License
7. Last Updated
8. Number of Issues

Web Scraper:
The name of the file that contains the scrape_github function must be “scraper.py”. The
function responsible for the scraping of information from GitHub for a given search term should
look as indicated below. You are allowed to create more functions for different parts of the
scraping, however the scrape_github function is the function that should return the required
output. Please note, even if you do not implement the pagination feature for bonus marks, the
function prototype must still match the given image otherwise the test script will fail.



The required output fields are as follows:
● Repository Name
● Repository Description (if applicable)
● Tags (if applicable)
● Number of stars (if applicable)
● Programming Language (if applicable)
● License (if applicable)
● Last Updated
● Number of issues (if applicable)

For all the (if applicable) fields above, if the information is not present these should be
represented as the None type.

An example of the output for the top 2 repositories found when searching for Computer Vision
is indicated in the image below



API Request:
The function responsible for getting the information of the GitHub repositories based on the
search term should be called “github_api”. You have to search in both the repository names
and repository descriptions using the GitHub API. The prototype for the function can be seen
below. This function should also be in the “scraper.py” file. Please note, even if you do not
implement the pagination functionality the function prototype must still match that of the image
otherwise the test script will fail.

The required output fields for the API call are as follows:
● Repository Name



● Repository Description (if applicable)
● Number of Stars (if applicable)
● Language (if applicable)
● License (if applicable)
● Last Updated
● Has Issues (True or False)

For all the (if applicable) fields above, if the information is not present these should be
indicated as the None type. An example of the output for two of the repositories can be seen
below:

The Output:

Marking Rubric

Specification Mark Section Total

Scraping Section 10

Required Fields Present 2

Correct Number of
Repositories

2

Missing fields changed to 2



None

Correct information for each
field

4

API Section 10

Required Fields Present 2

Correct Number of
Repositories

2

Missing fields changed to
None

2

Correct information for each
field

4

Web-App Section 10

Required fields displayed
properly

5

Repositories scraped based
on search term

5

Bonus Section 2

Pagination on API or
Scraping Section

2

PROJECT TOTAL: 30 (+2)

Resources
Beginner Web Scraping in mostly Pure Python

Flask Tutorials:
TutorialsPoint Flask Tutorial

https://dev.to/kurzgedanke/beginner-web-scraping-in-mostly-pure-python-6d0
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/flask/index.htm


Flask Mega Tutorial

BeautifulSoup Tutorials:
Real Python - Beautiful Soup: Build a Web Scraper With Python
TutorialsPoint - Beautiful Soup Tutorial
Introduction to Web Scraping with BeautifulSoup

GitHub API:
GitHub Search API
Encoding URLs in Python - Take a special note on how GitHub encodes search terms that have
spaces in them

https://blog.miguelgrinberg.com/post/the-flask-mega-tutorial-part-i-hello-world
https://realpython.com/beautiful-soup-web-scraper-python/
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/beautiful_soup/index.htm
https://towardsdatascience.com/introduction-to-web-scraping-with-beautifulsoup-e87a06c2b857
https://docs.github.com/en/rest/reference/search
https://www.urlencoder.io/python/#:~:text=In%20Python%203%2B%2C%20You%20can,uses%20UTF%2D8%20encoding%20scheme.

